The index of refraction can considerably influence the temperature distribution and radiative heat flow in semitransparent materials such as some ceramics. For external radiant heating, the refractive index influences the amount of energy transmitted into the interior of the material. Emission within a material depends on the square of its refractive index, and hence this emission can be many times that for a biackbody radiating into a vacuum. Since radiation exiting through an interface into a vacuum cannot exceed that of a blackbody, there is extensive reflection at the internal surface of an interface, mostly by total internal reflection. This redistributes energy within the layer and tends to make its temperature distribution more uniform.
n = index of refraction q = heat flux, W/m2 T = absolute temperature, K T51 , T52 = temperatures of surrounding radiating regions, K x = coordinate normal to boundary of plane layer, m; X=x/D = optical depth, (a + a5 )x; lCD, optical thickness, (a + a5)D a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/m2K4 a5 = scattering coefficient of layer, m p' = reflectivity of interface for internally incident radiation .7.0 = transmissivity of surface for externally incident radiation 4' = dimensionless temperature distribution 'I' dimensionless radiative heat flux Subscripts 1, o = incoming and outgoing radiation r = radiative quantity 1, 2 = the hotter and cooler surroundings of the layer
Introduction
The index of refraction can considerably influence the temperature distribution and radiative heat flow in semitransparent materials such as some ceramics. For external radiant heating, the refractive index influences the amount of energy transmitted into the interior of the material. Emission within a material depends on the square of its refractive index, and hence this emission can be many times that for a biackbody radiating into a vacuum. Since radiation exiting through an interface into a vacuum cannot exceed that of a blackbody, there is extensive reflection at the internal surface of an interface, mostly by total internal reflection. This redistributes energy within the layer and tends to make its temperature distribution more uniform.
The purpose of the present analysis is to show that, for radiative equilibrium in a gray layer with diffuse interfaces, the temperature distribution and radiative heat flux for any index of refraction can be obtained very simply from the results for an index of refraction of unity. For the situation studied here, the layer is subjected to external radiative heating incident on each of its surfaces. The material emits, absorbs, and isotropically scatters radiation. For simplicity the index of refraction is unity in the medium surrounding the layer.
The surfaces of the layer are assumed diffuse. This is probably a reasonable approximation for a ceramic layer that has not been polished. When transmitted radiation or radiation emitted from the interior reaches the inner surface of an interface, the radiation is diffused and some of it thereby placed into angular directions for which there is total internal reflection. This provides a trapping effect for retaining energy within the layer and tends to equalize its temperature distribution.
An analysis of temperature distributions in absorbing-emitting layers, including index of refraction effects, was developed by Gardon (1958) to predict cooling and heat treating of glass plates. The interfaces were optically smooth; the resulting specular reflections were computed from the Fresnel reflection laws. This provides a somewhat different behavior than for diffuse interfaces. A similar application was for heating that occurs in a window of a re-entry vehicle (Fowle et al., 1969) . A number of recent papers (Rokhsaz and Dougherty, 1989; Ping and Lallemand, 1989; Crosbie and Shieh, 1990) further examined the effects of Fresnel boundary reflections and nonunity refractive index. Other examples of analyses of both steady and transient heat transfer to single or multiple plane layers (Amlin and Korpela, 1979; Tarshis et al., 1969) have used diffuse assumptions at the interfaces as in the present study.
Analysis
A plane layer of ceramic material has thickness D as shown in Fig. 1 . It absorbs, emits, and isotropically scatters radiation. The limiting case is considered here where the layer temperature distribution is dominated by radiation so heat conduction is neglected. The material has a constant index of refraction; it is the effect of the index of refraction that is investigated here. Because of the large amount of scattering in many ceramic materials, the interfaces between the ceramic and the surrounding air or vacuum are assumed to be diffuse. The refractive index of the surroundings is unity. As shown in Fig.  1 , the layer is subjected to radiation from the surroundings at T51 and T52 on the two sides x=0 and x=D. It is assumed that the surroundings act as black environments so the. incident energies on the two .sides are qri(0) = aT 1 and r2 (D) = aT2. Inside the layer there are outgoing and incoming fluxes, q0 and q, at each interior surface, as shown on the figure. Since scattering is included, the local optical depth is related to the xcoordinate by K = (a+a5)x.
The temperature distribution inside the layer is governed by the integral equation given by Siegel and Howell (1981) , modified with the index of refraction factor as
The radiative flux, which is a constant through the layer for the present conditions of radiative equilibrium, can be found from the temperature distribution as (Siegel and Howell, 1981) ,
The following dimensionless groups are now defined:
Equations (1) and (2) 
In Eqs. (4) and (5) 4' and I' are not functions of n. Hence to obtain 4' and 4' for all n ^ 1 it is necessary to solve Eq. (4) only once for each KD and use each result to evaluate Eq. (5). For the special case when the index of refraction of the layer is 1, there are no reflections at the interfaces so that q 0(0) = aT1, q0(KD) = oT, and the dimensionless groups become
For n> 1, however, the 4' and 'I' in Eq. (3) contain the outgoing boundary fluxes q 0(0) and q0(icD) that are unknown, so the solution has not yet provided T(,c) and q, for the cases when n> 1. In order to find these quantities the q 0(0) and q0(acD) must be obtained in terms of known quantities. This is accomplished by looking at the boundary conditions in detail. At the diffuse interfaces the internal fluxes are related to the transmission of external flux and the reflection of internal flux by
At the inside surfaces of the two boundaries there are the following relations between the radiative flux and the outgoing and incoming fluxes:
Equations (7a) and (8a) are combined to eliminate q j(0) and similarly for Eqs. (7b) and (8b) to eliminate q,(ic,). This yields 
1+
I-p
To use these relations values of d are needed for various refractive indexes. The externally incident radiation is diffuse. Although the interfaces are probably not optically smooth, it is assumed that each bit of roughness acts as a smooth facet so that the reflectivity can be obtained from the usually used interface relations for a nonabsorbing dielectric medium. Then by integrating the reflected energy over all incident directions the relation for p'(n) is (Richmond, 1963) ,
ln(n) (12) As discussed by Cox (1965) , in the fairly transparent spectral regions of ceramic materials, the extinction coefficient in the complex index of refraction is usually not large enough to affect the surface reflectivity significantly, so Eq. (12) for nonattenuating dielectrics gives good results. The extinction effect can be important in highly absorbing wavelength bands. General property relations as given by Hering and Smith (1968) would then be required to estimate average surface properties for use in the present gray analysis.
Equations (1O)- (12) provide the means for obtaining the temperature distributions and radiative heat fluxes for a layer with n> 1 from the results for n = 1. The solutions of Eqs. (4) and (5) for 4' and 4' were obtained in another context by Heaslet and Warming (1965) . In connection with some of our work (Siegel, 1987) , a computer program was available; solutions were obtained from that program to have results in a convenient tabular form for the desired optical thicknesses. As discussed in that work the program uses a Gaussian integration subroutine, and 80 grid points were used across the layer. Cubic spline interpolation is used to obtain the irregularly spaced integration points for the Gaussian routine. To deal with the singularity E1 (0)-c, the integral in Eq. (4) was evaluated analytically for X very close to X by assuming 4' (X*) cfi (X) so that 4'(X) could be taken out of the integral for very small IX-X' I (see Siegel, 1987) . The results were in agreement with those of Heaslet and Warming (1965) .
Results and Discussion
The 4' and 4' were evaluated from Eqs. (4) and (5). The results are in excellent agreement with the plotted values of Heaslet and Warming (1965) and are given for convenience in Tables 1 and 2 for 0.1 ic^ 100. Equations (10) and (11) were then used to obtain dimensionless radiative heat fluxes and temperatures for n> 1. The required p' were obtained from Eq. (12). Figure 2 shows the dimensionless temperature distributions for n = 1, 2, and 4. For small optical thickness the dimensionless distribution approaches 0.5, and as the profile becomes linear extending from 1.0 to 0. The effect of increasing n is to decrease the range of the temperature distributions, and for a fixed 1D they move closer to 0.5 as n is made larger. The dimensionless profiles are all rather linear. The fact that the profiles become more uniform with increasing a is the result of increasing internal reflections within the absorbing and scattering layer and decreasing transmission into the layer. Since each element in the layer is in radiative equilibrium all locally absorbed radiation must be reemitted. Since scattering is assumed isotropic, local scattering is added to the local emission. The large amount of internal reflection tends to equalize the energy throughout the layer and flatten the temperature distributions. The effect of a is calculated very easily from the simple relation given by Eq. (11), where p' is a function of a.
The effect of a and ic0 on the dimensionless radiative heat flux through the layer is in Fig. 3 . The heat flux decreases as the optical thickness increases, and the effect of n is quite pronounced in altering the heat flux. The curve becomes very flat for n = 4. This is because interface reflections and increased internal emission (as a result of the n2 factor) have become quite strong in regulating the heat transfer. The effect of optical thickness is thereby suppressed. At large optical thicknesses this increases the radiative flux as compared with the results for n = I. As the layer becomes transparent KD . 0, '1' -1 and the dimensionless flux from Eq. (10) approaches n2 (l -p') In a recent paper, Gobin and Benard (1990) considered the task of correlating the heat transfer data for melting in the presence of natural convection when the Pr value of the liquid phase is considerably smaller than 1. Earlier correlations were reported by Webb and Viskanta (1986), and Beckermann and Viskanta (1989) . Additional low-Pr studies were conducted by Webb and Viskanta (1985) , Gau and Viskanta (1986) , Wolff and Viskanta (1987), and Beckermann (1989) . To correlate the low-Pr data is an important and timely task, especially in view of the voluminous work that has been dedicated to situations in which Pr is greater than 1.
For the convection-dominated regime known also as quasistationary melting, Gobin and Benard (1990) correlated their low-Pr numerical data with the formula:
Nu=0.29Ra°27Pr°' 8 (1) They noted that this correlation does not agree with the Nu -(RaPr) t14 trend that might be expected from the singlephase natural convection scales for low Prandtl numbers (Bejan, 1984) . They concluded that:
I The relevance of the group (RaPr) is not verified by their numerical results for convection-dominated melting, and 2 Further work is required to determine the scaling laws that govern the transition from the initial (conduction) regime to the final (convection) regime of the process of melting by side heating.
These two conclusions defined the work presented in this note. In it we report the correct scales of natural convection melting when the Prandtl number is small. We then construct a scaling-correct heat transfer correlation that spans the entire range of Prandtl numbers.
Scale Analysis
The scales of the natural convection melting process can be determined by extending Jany and Bejan's (1988) high-Pr theory to the range of low Prandtl numbers represented by liquid metals. The theory is based on the geometric fact that during the transition from conduction to convection-dominated melting the melt region contains two distinct zones. As shown in Fig. I , the upper zone of height is ruled by convection (namely, distinct boundary layers, ó), while the lower zone of uniform thickness s and height (H-:) is governed by horizontal conduction. It is assumed that the flow is laminar, and Ihat Ste< I.
The conduction thickness is well known,
